# PARTNERS Academic Summer School 2021

## Medicine Timetable

| Monday 5th July | Grit Breakthrough Programme  
Live Session 1 | Welcome to PASS  
Pre-recorded Presentation with the PARTNERS Team | Academic Welcome Talk and Patient Case Launch  
Pre-recorded video | Lunchtime  
Optional drop in sessions with PASS reps | Meet the PARTNERS/MBBS Social Welcome  
Zoom session | Meet the MBBS Student Reps  
Zoom Q&A session | Academic Open Office  
Canvas Discussion Boards and email | Student Rep Campus Tour  
Get to know our campus during this interactive live tour! | **Social Activities!**

| Tuesday 6th July | Introduction to Immunology  
Pre-recorded lecture with OMBEA quiz questions | Induced Innate and Adaptive Immune Responses  
Pre-recorded lecture | Introduction to Anatomy  
Zoom session | Lunchtime  
Optional drop in sessions with PASS reps | Anatomy of the Respiratory System  
Pre-recorded lecture and associated resources | Consolidation Study for Anatomy | Academic Open Office  
Canvas Discussion Boards and email | Societies Fair  
Find out about the Societies available when you’re at Newcastle! | **Social Activities!**

| Wednesday 7th July | Academic Open Office  
Canvas Discussion Boards and email | Pneumonia: Clinical Features and Investigations  
Pre-recorded lecture | Communication Skills - Respiratory History Taking  
Pre-recorded lecture with OMBEA quiz questions and associated resources | Lunchtime  
Optional drop in sessions with PASS reps | Clinical Skills - Respiratory Examination  
Pre-recorded lecture and associated resources | Anatomy of the Respiratory System DR Livestream  
Zoom session | Academic Open Office  
Canvas Discussion Boards and email | PASS ‘Pub’ Quiz!  
Can you beat all other PASS students in our test of knowledge? | **Social Activities!**

| Thursday 8th July | Consolidation Study for Communication Skills | Communication Skills - Respiratory History Taking  
or Consolidation Study for Clinical Skills  
Zoom Practical session | Communication Skills - Respiratory History Taking  
or Consolidation Study for Clinical Skills  
Zoom Practical session | Lunchtime  
Optional drop in sessions with PASS reps | Clinical Skills - Respiratory Examination Q&A session  
or Consolidation Study for Round Up  
Zoom Practical session | Clinical Skills - Respiratory Examination Q&A session  
or Consolidation Study for Round Up  
Zoom Practical session | Academic Open Office  
Canvas Discussion Boards and email | Games Night!  
Take part in group games during this live session | **Social Activities!**

| Friday 9th July | Academic Open Office  
Canvas Discussion Boards and email | MBBS Careers Q&A  
Zoom Q&A session | Clinical Round up (50% of students - Repeat)  
Zoom Interactive Group Seminar | Lunchtime  
Optional drop in sessions with PASS reps | Clinical Round up (50% of students - Repeat)  
Zoom Interactive Group Seminar | Case Round Up Quiz and Goodbye  
Zoom Poll Quiz | Grit Breakthrough Programme  
Live Session 2 | PASS Round-up  
Pre-recorded Presentation with the PARTNERS Team | End of PASS Blow-out!  
A chance to say goodbye to staff, reps and each other before the end of the event! | **Social Activities!**

All content will be embedded within the Canvas Course and accessible at a later date, including Zoom sessions, which will be recorded. Academics will be available for open or private discussion during periods highlighted orange, via the Canvas Discussion Boards or email. Students are advised to complete personal reading during the highlighted ‘Personal Reading Time’ sessions.